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4. Subsection 109X(1) of the Act only ensures that a private company may be taken to have 
paid a dividend under either section 109C or section 109D in respect of the deemed payment or loan 

to a target entity in circumstances where it makes a payment or loan to another company which is 

interposed between the private company and the target entity.  Subsection 109X(1) does not allow 

the private company to avoid being taken to have paid a dividend even though it has made a loan to 
another company which is interposed between the private company and the target entity.  

 

5. Subsection 109X(1) of the Act does not deny the operation of section 109K where the target 
entity is a company.  As a result, a deemed dividend can not arise under section 109C or section 

109D in respect of a deemed payment or loan arising under section 109T to a company. 

 

Example 1: 

6. Private company A makes a loan of $100,000 to private company B.  Private company B 

then makes a payment of $50,000 to private company C.  The circumstances are such that a 

reasonable person would conclude that private company A made the loan to private company B 
solely or mainly as part of an arrangement involving the making of a payment to private company C 

(the target entity).  Under section 109V of the Act, private company A is taken to have made a 

payment to private company C of $50,000.  However, section 109K operates to ensure that private 
company A is not taken under section 109C to have paid a dividend in respect of the payment that 

private company A is taken to have made to private company C.  Subsection 109X(1) does not deny 

the operation of section 109K in these circumstances. 
 

Example 2: 

7. Private company A makes a loan of $100,000 to private company B.  Private company B 

then makes a payment of $100,000 to private company C, which in turn makes a loan of $50,000 to 
Mr D, an associate of a shareholder in private company A.  The circumstances are such that a 

reasonable person would conclude that private company A made the loan to private company B 

solely or mainly as part of an arrangement involving the loan to Mr D (the target entity).  Under 
section 109W of the Act, private company A is taken to have made a notional loan of $50,000 to Mr 

D.  No part of the loan by private company C to Mr D has been repaid to private company C by the 

end of the year of income.  Consequently, no part of the notional loan is taken to have been repaid 

and private company A is taken under section 109D to have paid a dividend of $50,000 to Mr D in 
the year in which the notional loan is made.  This is because subsection 109X(1) allows private 

company A to be taken to have paid a dividend despite the operation of section 109K. Subsection 

109X(1) does not allow the private company to avoid being taken to have paid a dividend even 
though it has made a loan to another company which is interposed between private company A and 

the target entity. 
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